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ABSTRACT

An investigation was carried out to evaluate the application of HCMM

thermal infrared (IR) data to snow hydrology and to assess whether these

satellite observations can provide the hydrologist with additional infor-

mation useful for predicting snowmelt runoff. HCMM data were analyzed

for two study areas, the Salt Verde Watershed in central Arizona and the

southern Sierra Nevada in California. For the Arizona study area, the

data sample consisted of five daytime HCMM passes during the February

to April, 1979 period; for the California study area, the data sample

consisted of three cases with day/night data sets (late May, 1978; mid-

July 1978; and early April, 1979). The HCMM thermal measurements were

compared to Gandsat and NOAA VHRR satellite data, U-2 thermal data, and

other correlative data.

The results of the investigation have shown that snow extent can be

mapped as accurately from the daytime HCMM thermal imagery as from visible

imagery. Moreover, comparison of the resolution of HCMM with that of

other satellites suggests that the HCMM resolution may have the greatest

utility for snow mapping. Analysis of the digital data indicates that

with careful calibration, the HCMM thermal channel can provide snow surface

temperature data useful for hydrologic purposes; the existing HCMM measure-

ments were, however, found to ' be consistently 3 to S ®C lower than the values

from correlative data. The results of the study also indicate that for

snow hydrology purposes, alone, it would be difficult to justify the produc-

tion of day/night registered data sets. An approach to an automated analysis

method was dAveloped as part of the investigation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Iffie Heat Capacity Mapping Diission (11004), launched in April 1990,

was the first of a planned series of Applications Explorer P1lssions (AEM)

that involved the p1 ,-. ament of small spacecraft in special orbits to

satisfy mission-unique data acquisition requirements. The sensor system

onboard the HCM114 was a two-channel radiometer called the Heat Capacity

Clapping Radiometer (HCMR). One channel of the HCMR detected reflected

solar radiation in the visible portion of the spectrum and the other

detected radiation emittod by the Earth's surface and cloud tops in the

thermal infrared spectral ranee. The primary purpose of the mission

was to establish the feasibility of using a thermal infrared remote-

sensor to measure the temperature of the Earth's surface twice within a

1'-hour interval at the times of the daily temperature extremes. Another

objectve was to apply the day/night temperature difference measurements

to determine thermal inertia, the property of material to resist temp

erature changes as incident energy varies over a daily cycle. Data were

collected by the HCMM until the spacecraft was taken out of operation at

the end of September 1980.

Although the satellite was designed primarily for its geologic

applications, investigations carried out under the HCPS1 project have

demonstrated applications of the data to several other disciplines, as

wel l . Me purpose of the investigation reported herein was to evaluate

the application of HCMM data to snow hydro.,gy and to assess whether

these satellite observations can provide the hydrologist with additional

information useful for predicting snowmelt runoff. In particular, the

intent of the study was to determine whether the HCM thermal infrared

(IR) data, and the derived day/night temperature difference measurements,

can be related to snow conditions, such as melting versus non-melting

snow.

1.1 Previous Studies of the Application of Satellite

Data to Snow Hydrology

The first weather satellite of the United States space program,

TIROS-1, was placed into orbit 20 years ago, on 1 April 1960. Even in

the very first images returned by that satellite, it was possible to

1
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detect aroao whore the Earth°o ourfaco was snow covorod. In fact, snow

and ice were about th- only floophyaical features. other than clouds,

that could be mapped from those early, rolativoly poor resolution oblique

images. Sinco then, as improved satellite systems havo boor dovolopod,

remoto sensing from space has boon used increasingly to map snow cover

for hydrologic and other purposes.

Based on techniques developed initially in the mid and late 1960'x,

and updated in the 1970 1 9 whon higher resolution data became available,

satellites are now used on a routine basis to map porcontago snow cover

for several river basins in the western United States. Their proven

interpretive techniques and high spatial resolution male visible-channel

radiowscers currently the most reliable sensoro for mapping snow cover

ext ,:nr . Studies have also been carried out, however, using data from

other portions of the spectrum, including near-infrared, the o+al infrared,

ar,d microwave. Current methods for mapping snow cover and detecting

certain snowpach properties from satellite remote sensing are described

in the proceedings of two worhsvops held as part of the NASA Snow

Applications Systems Verification qnd Transfer (ASVT) program (Rango,

1975; Rango and Peterson, 080). TwG handbooks describing satellite

snow mapping techniques have also been prepared as part of the Snow ASVT

program (Barnes and Bu;., Iey, 1974; Bowley e: al., 1979); the latter hand-

, -k incorporates the results of the ASVT program with regard to the

ei- rational use ,-)f satellite snow mapping for rue,nff prediction. Another

recent report OT,esnet, 1979) describes applicatirns cf remote sensing

to i,,dro':;gy, in general, including snow and glaciers.

The only previous studies that have been conducted to determine

specifically the application of satellite thermal IR data to snew

hydrology are those reported by Barnes and Rowley (1972) and Barnes et

al. (1974). The first of these two studies used data from the relatively

poor resolution Scanning Radiometer (SR), whereas the second study used

data front ta-. improved Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) flown on

the N0%'. series satellites.

Ti.e results of these studies indicated that in most instances snow

a
d
0

I q;

I C

I C>

could be delineated in the VHRR data because of its lower temperature as

compared to the non-snow covered terrain. During the spring season, the

thermal gradients associated with snow boundaries were considerably

2
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better defined than during the winter; snow patterns were the least well-

defined in winter nighttime thermal infrared data. In mountainous ter-

rain, temperature differences due to variations in elevation often

tended to obscure the temperature differences associated with snow cover.

Absolute temperatures of the snow surface were also difficult to measure

in mountainous terrain because the field-of-viers of the radiometer, even

at the improved VHRR resolution, usually included forest and bare rock

features as well as snow. Nevertheless, the results of these earlier

studies did indicate the potential of thermal IR measurements for map-

ping the snow surface temperature, as well as the extent of the snow.

1.2 Advantages of HCMM Over Previous Satellites Systems

As described in the previous section, studies related to snow

hydrology had been carried jut using thermal IR data from the operational

NOAA system. Like the HCML, the NOAA VHRR was also a two-channel radio-

meter, sensing in both the visible and IR bands. The HCMM, however,

offered advantages over the NOAA system, which made these newer data

attractive for use in extending the earlier research. The advantages

of HCDVI, both in terms of the HCMR sensor and certain orbital character-

istics, were those listed below.

1) Improved spatial resolution. The HCMR had a spatial

resolution of 500 meters in the visible and 600 meters

in the thermal IR channel; the resolutions of the VHRR

sensors was about 1 km in both channels.

2) In,,)roved thermal resolution. The noise equivalent

temperature difference (NEAT) of the HCMR was 0.4°K,

as comparea to an NEAT of about 1.2°K for the VHRR.

3) Improved sensor calibration. As part of the HCMM

project, an external calibration of the HCMR was per-

formed using ground-based measurements, making it

possible to determine absolute temperatures more

accurately than with the VHRR data; the procedures

used in calibrating the satellite data and the in-

flight performance of the sensor are described in a

paper by Barnes and Price (1980).

9	 3



4) Satellite overpass times to coincide with diurnal

cycle. The HCW4 orbit was such that the satellite

passed over in the early morning and early afternoon

(0230 and 1330 local time), with the afternoon pass

being near the time of maximum daily heating.

5) Availability of day/night registered data. Through

a careful pixel-by-pixel matching procedure, HCMM

day/night registered data products were produced;

the resulting temperature difference and thermal

inertia products had not previously been available

from the NOAA satellites.

1.3 Objectives of Investigation

The investigation to evaluate the application of HCMM data to snow

hydrology had three overall objectives. These objectives were the

following.

1)	 Determine the practical utility of HCMM thermal IR

data for mapping snow cover distribution and determine

the accuracy of the thermal IR temperature measure-

ments. The specific tasks to be accomplished under

this first overall objective were:

a) map thermal patterns from the HCMM thermal
IR data and compare the patterns with HCMM

visible-channel imagery and other correlative
snow data;

b) determine the accuracy of HCDIM thermal IR
surface temperature measurements through
comparison with aircraft thermal IR measure-
ments and available surface-based data;

c) determine the relative resolution utility of
HCMM thermal IR measurements compared with
those from the NOAA/VHRR; and

d) delineate and quantify the problems involved
with measuring snow temperature from space,
including sensor calibration and atmospheric
effects, and relate them to present and
planned earth observing satellite systems;
this objective will take into consideration

4
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and utilize the capability of HCMM for day
and night thermal measurements over approp-
riate sites and the satellite's eight-day
repeat cycle.

2) Determine if and how HCMM measurements can be incor-

porated with other satellite data, such as NOAH/VHRR

and/or Landsat, into an overall snow hydrology pro-

gram related directly to snowmelt runoff prediction.

3) Develop an approach to automated data processing of

combined visible and thermal infrared satellite

acquired data to provide information of interest and

use to the snow hydrologist.

t
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2. CONSIDERATIONS IN THE INTERPRETATION
OF SATELLITE THERMAL IR DATA

A number of factors must be taken into consideration in the inter-

pretation of satellite thermal IR data for mjasuring snow surface temp-

erature, as well as for delineating snow extent. The delineation of a

snow boundary may depend on the detection of relatively small radiative

temperature differences; similarly, variations of only a few degrees in

the temperature across a snow surface may be significant in terms of the

snowpack condition. Among the factors that must be considered are the

eFfects of the emissivity of the surface and atmospheric attenuation.

Other factors that influence the measurement of snow surface temperature

include the characteristics of the sensor, both in terms of the ser.,i-

tivity and the field-of-view, and the sensor calibration. Finally, when

comparing satellite measurements with ground-based temperature data, the

inherent differences in the two types of measurements must be taken into

account. The considerations in the interpretation of satellite data are

discussed in the earlier report by Barnes et al. (1974), and in papers

such as Barnes and Price (1980), Dozier (1980), and Frampton and Marks

(1980) .

2.1 Physical Parameters

2.1.1 Emissivity

The emissivity of snow approximates a black body in the 10.5 to

12.5 um atmospheric window, the wavelength of the 4C?4R thermal IR

channel. In laboratory experiments using an emissivity box, Shafer and

Super (1971) found that the emissivity of snow in the 8 to 14 um interval

ranged from 0.966 to 0.989, with an average value of 0.978 for all types

of snow surfaces examined. From aircraft measurements, Griggs (196?)

found a mean emissivity of 0.99 for a melting snow surface. Therefore,

within the accuracy of the satellite measurements snow may be considered

to emit as a black body.

In contrast to snow, a forested or non-forested surface that is not

snow covered may have an emissivity of 0.95 or less. In using satellite

data to delineate a snow boundary, therefore, the differences in

6
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emissivity can ba a factor. Similarly, when the field-of-view of the

radiometer includes partial snow cover, variations in emissivity may

exist over the area being vicwed.

In the study by Barnes et al. (1974) calculations were made to

ascertain the apparent decrease in surface temperature (i.e., the

reduction in equivalent black body temperature as "seen" by the satel-

lite) that could be caused by a decrease in emissivity from 1.0 to 0.9.

These calculations showed that the apparent decrease in temperature

caused by assuming an emissivity of 1.0 when the actual value is 0.9

could be as much as 4-6'K, depending on the air temperature and atmo-

spheric transmission. Therefore, a difference of only a few degrees in

the actual temperature of the snow surface (emissivity near 1.0) and the

ground (emissivity less than 1.0) could be masked in the satellite mea-

surements _-ause of the difference in emissivit y . Fortunately, in most

instances the terrain near the edge of the snowpack probably has an

emissivity greater than O.J.

2.1.2 Atmospheric Attenuation

Useful observations of the Earth's surface were, of course, not

possible from HCMM in either the visible or thermal IR channels when

cloud cover existed. Even without clouds, however, atmospheric attenua-

tion affects thermal IR measurements of the surface temperature. The HCMR

thermal IR channel was designed to measure in the 10.5 to 12.5 um spectral

band, where the atmosphere is nearly transparent. Nevertheless, some

absorption does occur in this "atmospheric window" region due to the

presence of water vapor, atmospheric gases, and aerosols, causing the

radiative temperature measured by the satellite to be lower than the actual

temperature of the surface. Corrections for the attenuation by water vapor,

which is the most significant absorber in the 10.5 to 12.5 um window

region, are discussed in papers by Cogan and Willand (1976) and Barnes and

Price (1980), among others.

As discussed in the above papers, the correction for atmopsheric

attenuation may be defined as the difference between the ground surface

temperature (Ts ) and that inferred from the measured IR radiance (TB)

when looking at an angle 0 with respect to nadir through a cloud-free

atmosphere. This correction can be estimated through numerical integration

7
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of the equation of radiative transfer. As discussed later in the report,

two approaches were used to estimate the atmospheric effect for the

cases analyzed. The results of the calculations, which used actual

meteorological sounding data, indicated that the corrections for snow

surfaces at higher elevations, with a relatively dry atmosphere, are

generally of the order of no more than 10-2 0K.

2.2 Satellite Sensor and Orbital Characteristics

The sensor and orbital characteristics of the HCMM are described in

a report on the Heat Capacity Mapping Experiment equipment and data

calibration (Murphy et al., 1978), the Hea t Capacity Mapping Mission

Usor's Guide (NASA, 1979), and the paper by ba rnes and Price (1980).

The HCMR summary data sheet from the User's Guide is shown in Table 2-1,

and the spectral response curves for the two channels are shown in Figure

2-1. As mentioned previously, the improved sensor sensitivity (NEAT)

and field-of-view of HCMR as compared to the VHRR were advantages with

regard to the use of the HC!4M data for snow hydrology studies.

The HCHM orbit was selected to have a 16-day repeat cycle, with a

shorter five-day period of approximate repeats over a selected ground

point (NASA, 1979). This particular orbit resulted in satellite day/

night coverage patterns at least once every 16 days at approximately

12-hour intervals for all latitudes poleward of 35 degrees. It was

possible, therefore, to obtain registered data for the diamond-shaped

area of overlap between the day and night HCMM passes for 12-hour or in

some instances 36-hour intervals. The procedures for registration of

the day/night "pairs" are described in the User's Guide (NASA, 1979).

Precisely registered day/night data sets had not been available pre-

viously from other satellite systems.

2.3 Sensor Calibration

The procedure and methodology for calibrating the HCMR thermal IR

channel are described in detail in the paper by Barnes and Price (1980).

In addition to the internal calibration procedure, atmospheric and surface

truth data from an instrumented ground-calibration site at 11hite Sands,

New Mexico, were used to obtain an external calibration during the early

8
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Table 2 - 1 Neat Capacity Mapping Radiometer (HCMR) Summary Data Sheet

Orbital altitude - 620 kilometers

Angular resolution - 0.93 milliradians

Resolution m 0.6 km x 0.6 km at nadir (infrared)

0.5 km x 0.5 km at nadir (visible)

Scan angle © 60 degrees (full angle)

r- i	

Scan rate - 14 revolutions/second

Sample rate - 1.19 samples/resolution element at nadir

Sampling interval - 9.2 microseconds

Swath width - 716 kilometers

Information bandwidth - 53 KHz/channel

Thermal channel - 10.5 to 12.5 micrometers; NEDT - 0.4°K at 290°K

Usable range a 2600 to 340°K

Visible channel 0 0.55 to 1.1 micrometers; SNR - 10 at till albedo

Dynamic range o 0 to 100% albedo

D	

Scan mirror - 45 degree elliptical flat

Nominal telescope optics diameter a 20 cm

Calibration o Infrared: View of space, seven-step staircase
electronic calibration, and blackbody
calibration once each scan.

Visible: Pre-flight calibration assumed valid.

r
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part of the mission. based on an evaluation of data from five satel-

lite passes during 'lay and June 1970, a decision was made to offset the

prelaunch calibration values by =5.5°C in order to force agreement

between the satellite and surface measurements. This offset was subse-

quently applied to all standard processed H01M data.

Further comparisons were carried out for data acquired during

October and December 1970 and February 1979. These comparisons indicated

an offset of approximately 45 °C, in the direction opposite to the already

applied correction. Thus, the later results suggested that the prelaunch

calibration of the thermal channel should not have been modified. The

variability of the comparisons between the satellite and surface measure-

ments must be considered when using the HCMM data to determine absolute

snow surface temperature.

2.4 Comparisons between Satellite Data and Temperatures

Measured at Shelter Height

When examining; satellite thermal measurements of the surface temp-

erature over broad areas, the only source of comparative data may be the

standard temperatures measured at shelter height. When the standard

temperature data are used, possible differences between the actual sur-

face temperature and the shelter temperature at about 2 m above the

surface must be taken into account. Geiger (1965) discussed the varia-

tion of temperature with height over a snow surface. He found that on

a cold winter day, the temperature at shci-er height (200 cm) was only

slightly lower than that immediately above the surface (10 cm ); at night,

however, a strong inversion existed with the value at 10 cm being some

7®K lower than that at 200 cm. During melting, the snow surface remained

at 273°K, but the air immediately above was as much as 10°K warmer

because of the effects of solar radiation and the advec±ion of warm air;

at the same time the shelter reading was about 275 0K.

Edgerton et al. (1965), in a study of m.Lcrowave measurements over a

snow covered ice surface, acquired temperature readings at a height of

about 5 cm above the surface and at the antenna height, representative

of the free air. On a relatively warm day, the readings at both heights

were approximately 254°K; during the subsequent night the reading at the

antenna height dropped to about 263°K, whereas the 5 cm reading dropped

a

a
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to 256°K. Shafer and Super (1991), in their study of aircraft-acquired

data, found that the radiometric measurements generally agreed within

2.5°K with nearby shelter temperatures. The exception was an instance

when a strong inversion existed, where the maximum difference was S.8°K.

(lased on the measurements reported by these investigators, it

appears that during the day snow surface and shelter temperatures gener-

ally will be roughly the same (difference < about 1 0 K). However, during

a condition of molting snow the shelter temperature may be 5°K higher

than the surface value. At night under a cloud-free and calm, or nearly

calm, atmosphere an inversion may develop cau:+iig the snow surface to be

S° to l0°K colder than the atmosphere at shelter height.

2.5 The Field-of-View Problem

Even with the improved field-of-view of the HCMR as compared to the

VHRR, errors in the surface temperature measurements could arise because

the 600 m pixel may include a non-uniform surface. The radiation from

the non-uniform surface would then be averaged by the radiometer. For

example, a partially snow covered surface on a warm day, as could occur

during the spring snowmelt period, would also contain trees and bare rock

surfaces, both of which could have temperatures considerably higher than

the temperature of the actual snow surface. The non-imiform field-of-

view can also be a significant problem in areas of rough terrain, where

elevation changes rapidly.

12



3. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS

a

Four study areas mere originally selected for the investigation of

the application of HCrV17 thermal data to snow hydrology. The four areas,

shown on the map in Figure 3-1, a pe: (1) the southern Sierra Nevada in

California; (2) the Salt-Verde Watershed in central Arizona; (3) the

Cascade Mountains in Washington; and (4) the Upper Columbia Basin in

Idaho and Montana. The California and Arizona sites were selected as

the primary study areas, with the other two areas to be used if there

was not an adequate data sample for the primary areas (that situation

could have occurred if H001 had operated only during the late spring and

summer, when the snowpack had been depleted in the more southern areas).

During the period of operation of HCW1, an adequate data sample was

collected for the two primary study areas; no data analysis was carried

out, therefore, for the two secondary study sites. The hydrologic

inq)orz.jinc_e of snowpack accumulation in both the Californid and Arizona

areas is well documented. Ploreover, previous studies have shown that

these are regions where satellite observation is particularly useful

because of a lower frequency of cloud cover than in more northern

regions. The specific characteristics of the two areas, which have sig-

nificant differences with regard to terrain, forest cover, and snowfall,

are described in the following sections.

3.1 Sierra Nevada (California)

The characteristics of the Sierra Nevada vary considerably over the
k`

northern and southern extents of the mountain range. 	 The location of the

major river basins of the Sierras is shown in Figure 3-.'.. 	 The southern

area represents the high elevations of the Sierra Nevada where snow

cover is relatively stable, and where up to 75 percent of the annual

runoff occurs during the April to Juiy snowmelt period. 	 Approximately

three-fourths of the San Joaquin Basin is above 2,000 meters (6,500 feet)

in elevation, while about half of the Kings 	 Basin is above 2,500 meters

(8,200 feet).	 The altitude of the Kern Basin ranges from about 750

meters (2,460 feet) to more than 4,000 meters 	 (13,120 feet); Mt. Whitney,

the highest point (4,418 meters [14,465 feet]) in the 48 states is in

the Kern Basin.	 The Kaweah and Tule Basins are both lower in elevation,

13
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Figure 3-1	 Map Showing locations of four original study areas:
(1) the southern Sierra Nevada in California; (2) the
Salt-Verde Watershed in central Arizona; (3) the
Cascade Mountains in Washington; and (4) the Upper
Columbia Basin in Idaho and Montana.
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with the entire Tulo Basin lying bolow 2,280 motors (9,380 foot).

The precipitation characteristics of the southern area are described

by Rango of al. (1999). The average annual precipitation at the 2,980

motor (9,000 foot) elevation in the Kings River Basin is about 890 milli -

motors (38 inches). Precipitation moasuromonts @ado along the frontal

slope at the western side of the basin appear to be representative of,

or at least proportional to, precipitation at the higher elevations,

although some minor variations may occur. In the Korn River Basin, pre-

cipitation varies considerably with elevation and location within the

basin. At 2,950 motors (9,000 foot), average annual precipitation along

the Great Western Divide exceeds 890 millimeters (35 inches), while at

the same elevation along the Sierra crest, precipitation may be as low as

410 millimeters (16 inches). Precipitation, snowpack accumulation, and

snow coven appear much more variable over the Kern Basin than over the

Kings Basin.

The northern half of the Sierras is characterized by lower elevations

and more transient areas of snow cover; in this area, 45 percent of the

annual runoff occurs during the April to July snoeimelt period. The sub-

basins vary in size from 100 square kilometers (38 square miles) to

16,000 square kilometers (6,400 square miles). Use of the sub-basins

allows cross-checks between adjacent and nearby basins when cloud cover,

missing imagery, or other factors contribute to loss of data from a

specific basin or portion of the study area on any given day. Average

annual precipitation amount in the northern study area (the combined

Sacramento and Feather Basins) is about 990 millimeters (39 inches).

Land use charts depict the Sie as as consisting primarily of

"forest and woodland, mostly ungrazed", with some "forest and woodland,

grazed". In a slightly different classification scheme, Anderson (1963)

designates the higher elevation as "Alpine" and "Commercial Forest". In

this scheme, a narrow band of "lower Conifer Zone" borders the commercial

forest zone along the western slope of the Sierras, with the lower eleva-

tion designated as "toodland-Brush-Grass Zone". Despite the apparent

abundance of forest-covered land, Court (1963) points out that in total

area, the Kings River Basin is only 28% forested; furthermore, trees are

so sparce in the forested area that only about 17% of the basin is

covered by the tree canopy. For the Sierras as a whole, Court reports

that 76% of the area is exposed to the sky.

16
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The Salt-Verde watershed, which comprises the Arizona study area and

includes about 34,000 square kilometers (13,000 square miles) in central

Arizona, and ranges from 400 to 3.900 meters (1,325 to 12,670 feet) above

mean sea level, is shown in Figure 3-3.

Three separate drainage basins, the Salt, Verde, and Tonto, comprise

the watershed, and runoff from these basins flows into six reservoirs on

the Salt and Verde Rivers. These reservoirs are operated by the Salt

River Project to provide hydroelectric power, and municipal, industrial,

and irrigation water to more than one million people and 250,000 acres of

land. They have a combined storage capacity of approximately 2.5 cubic

kilometers (two million acre-feet).

The Salt-Verde watershed is indicated on land usage charts to consist

of "forest and woodland, grazed" or "open woodland, grazed", with the

predominant growth in the forested areas being Ponderosa Pine. The

growth in other areas consists of Juniper Zones and grasslands.

The Arizona snowpack is extremely variable from year to year because

of its location at the southern edge of the continental snowpack, and

rapid snowmelt can occur at lower elevation areas at anytime during the

snow season. The annual precipitation amount generally ranges from 250

to 650 millimeters (10 to 25 inches).

17
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4. DATA SAMPLE

4.1 HCMM Data

Standard processed HCKM images were received on a routine basis

during the investigation for all four study areas. In total, images for

more than 150 HCMM scenes were received, with the daytime scenes includ-

ing both the visible and thermal IR images, and the nighttime scenes

only the thermal IR. Of this total sample, several scenes were not

useable because of substantial cloud cover, data noise, or the area of

coverage being outside the specified study area. Nevertheless, a con-

siderable number of the scenes covering the secondary study areas or areas

outside those specified for the investigation were essentially cloud-

free; these data were not analyzed, however, because of the adequate data

sample available for the Primary study areas.

Several excellent quality, cloud-free scenes were collected b y HCMM

for the Arizona and California study areas. Because the snowpack in the

Arizona mountains had been depleted by the time HCMM began to collect

data in early May 1978, the data sample for that area is from the winter

and spring of 1979. The Sierras data sample is from the late spring and

early summer of 1978, as well as the 1979 snow season. The scenes

selected for analysis are listed in Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1

HCMM DATA SAMPLE FOR PRIMARY STUDY AREAS

Salt-Verde Watershed - Arizona
	

Southern Sierra Nevada - California

Date Type of Data Date Type of Data

9 Feb 79 Day VIS and IR 29 May 78 Night IR
15 Feb 79 Day VIS and IR 30 May 78 Night IR
24 Mar 79 Day VIS and IR 30 May 78 Day VIS and IR
4 Apr 79 Day VIS and IR 31 May 78 Day VIS and IR

15 Apr 79 Day VIS and IR 17 Jul 78 Night IR
17 Jul 78 Day VIS and IR
3 Apr 79 Night IR
4 Apr ;^ Night IR
5 Apr 79 Day VIS and IR

r
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Additional data products were acquired for the scenes selected for

analysis, including positive and negative transparencies and Computer
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Compatible Tapes (CCT's). As seen in Table 4-1, only daytime HCM1M passes

were available for the Arizona study area (because of power limitations

and other constraints, fewer nighttime passes were read out during 1979).

For the Sierras study area, however, three cases with day/night coverage

were available. For these cases, therefore, the day/night registered

data products, including temperature difference (AT) and apparent thermal

inertia (ATI) images and CCT's, were also acquired. Both 12-hour and

36-hour day/night pairs were available for the May 1978 case; only the

12-hour pair was available for the July 1978 case, and a 36-hour pair

for the April 1979 case.

Another day/night data set (14 May 1978) was also received late in

the study period, but was not analy!.ed because of the extensive analysis

of the 29-31 May case, carried out earlier in the study. In addition,

several other scenes were received for the Sierras study area that could

provide useful snow data despite partial cloud cover (i.e., 20 January

day/night, 31 March day, and 27 April day; all in 1979). These scenes

were not used because the investigation was concentrated on the completely

cloud-free day/night data sets listed in Table 4-1.

4.2 Supporting Aircraft Data

Data from three supporting U-2 aircraft day/night missions over the

Sierras study area and one day/night mission over the Arizona study area

were used in the investigation. On the 1978 flights, the aircraft

carried the HCMR, a two-channel instrument essentially identical to the

instrument flown on the spacecraft. On the 1979 flights, the aircraft

carried the improved resolution High Altitude Multispectral Scanner,

although for the purposes of this investigation data from only one

visible channel and the thermal IR channel were used. Naturally, the

data from the U-2 aircraft crossed only a small portion of each overall

study area. A summary of the U-2 data is given below in Table 4-2.
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SUPPORTING AIRCRAFT (U-2) DATA
v

Sierras Area (Kings River Basin)

a.	 HCMR Instrument	 b.	 High Altitude Multispectral

day/night mission (flights	
Scanner

a	 78-033/034)	 night/day mission (flights
31 May/l June 1978	 79-029/030)

4 April 1979
day/night mission (flights

78-035/036)
19/20 July 1978

Arizona Area (Salt/Verde Watershed)

High Altitude Multispectral Scanner	 night/day mission (flights
79-029/030)

4 April 1979

4.3 Surface Truth Information and Other Satellite Data

Because the purpose of the investigation was to examine snow sur-

face temperatures measured by the HCMM thermal IR radiometer over rela-

tively broad study areas, it was not feasible to collect specialized

surface truth information. 	 The comparative meteorological and snow data

were derived, therefore, from standard sources, such as meteorological

charts, state climatological data summaries, aerial snow survey charts,

snow course measurements, and the SNOTEL (snow telemetry) network.

Ground-based observations of snowpack conditions were available

from the Salt River Project Office for some locations in the Salt-Verde

4 Watershed during the 1979 snowmelt season. 	 A set of surface temperature

data for the Dusy and Palisade Basins of the Middle Fork of the Kings

River in the southern Sierra Nevada was available for 5 and 6 April 1979.

This data set, which consisted of surface radiant temperatures measured

with a hand-held radiant thermometer and wet- and dry-bulb air tempera-

tures, was collected by the University of California at Santa Barbara

as part of a snow research program.

In addition to the use of surface truth information to assess the

snow cover conditions, HCMM visible channel images were used as the

principal means to determine snow cover extent for comparison with the

6
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thermal patterns mapped from the IR data. Interpretation of the images

was accomplished through use of well-established snow-mapping techniques

described in the handbooks by Barnes and Bowley (1974) and Bowley et al.

(1979).
NOAA VHRR (Very High Resolution Radiometer) thermal IR channel

imp -ary was also acquired to determine the relative resolution utility

as compared to the HCMM. Similarl y , a limited sample of the higher

resolution Landsat imagery (Bands 5 and 7) was acquired for comparison

with the HCPMI data.
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S. DATA PROCESSING METHODS

5.1 HCP1P1 Imagery

Images for the scenes selected for analysis were acquired in both

positive and negative transparency formats as well as the original hard-

copy positive prints. Initially, the analysis was performed directly

from the 1:4 million scale prints and refined where necessary using the

somewhat better quality transparencies. In scene cases, enlarged prints

were produced from the negative transparencies. The enlargements, at a

scale of approximately 1:1 million, facilitated the analysis for scenes

in which the snow extent was limited such as during April in the Arizona

study area. Since the objectives of the investigation were directed

more toward the analysis of the HCMM digital data rather than the imagery,

extensive reprocessing of the images was not undertaken. Examples of

HCMM visible and thermal IR images are presented in Sections G and

5.2 HCMM Digital Tape Data

Data in the rH gital tape format (CCT's) were acquired for all HCMM

scenes selected for analysis. Although the tapes contained data from

both the visible and thermal IR channels, only the thermal IR data were

processed and analyzed for this investigation. Two programs were

developed to process the digital data; one program was designed to print

out the data in a format suitable for hand analysis, and the other was

designed to produce an automated mapping of the IR temperature contours.

These two programs were also adapted for use in processing the thermal

IR tapes from the U-2 aircraft flights. The programs are shown schema-

tically in Figure 5-1 and are described in the following sections.

5.2.1 Print Program

u	
The "print" program was developed to (a) convert HCMM digital

counts within selected areas to degrees Celsius, and (b) convert the

temperatures into alpha-numeric characters, which are printed out scan-

line by scanline. The resulting printout is at a scale easier to work

with than would be a printout of actual temperature values. Table 5-1

lists the alphanumeric characters associated with the corresponding

Celsius temperatures.

1'=	 23
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TABLE 5-1

ALPHANUMERIC CODE USED IN PRINT PROGRAM

Character	 °C	 Character	 °C

- T<-13 I 1
M -13 2 2
L -12 3 3
K -11 4 4
J -10 5 5
I -9 6 6
H eg 7 7
G -7 S B
F -6 9 9
D -5 V 10
E -4 W 11
C -3 X 12
B -2 Y 13
A -1 2 14

Blank 0 15
T l5

5.2.2 Contour Program

The "contour" program was developed to extract and display specified

temperature values over selected areas of the HCMM image. This unique

program uses a raster to vector conversion to compute and output exact

pixel (x) and scanline (y) positions of the desired temperature values

or any other desired contour thresholds that are stored sequentially in

raster format. A plot program then drives a CRT plotter for displaying

the vectors created by the raster-to-vector program at the exact scale

of the HCMM imagery. Registration lines are also plotted to be used for

registration of the contours within the image; it is possible, therefore,

to overlay the thermal contours on the visible image.

The system to produce the automated contouring of HCMM thermal data

is shown in Figure 5-1. The structure of a typical HCMM image showing

the critical dimensions used for scaling the plotted vectors is indicated.

Modifications to the "RASVEC" program were made to process the data from

the U-2 High Altitude Multispectral Scanner in the same manner. Examples

of the outputs of these two programs are shown in Sections 6 and 7.
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5.3 Atmospheric Correction

Corrections for atmospheric attenuation, as discussed in Section

2.1.2, were calculated for selected dates of the HCK NI overpasses using

actual meteorological sounding data from stations in the Southwest. The

calculations were made initially using the program "RADTRA", developed

by Rangaswamy and Subbarayudu (1978). The resulting atmospheric correc-

tions for two representative soundings and various surface temperature

values are shoum in Table 5-2.

For comparison with the corrections obtained using the RADTRA

program, some of the corrections were also calculated using a software

program in which an a*-,,spheric opacity computation is combined with a

radiative transfer model that includes atmospheric multiple scattering

effects. This program, termed "VISIR", was developed by Burke et al.

(1978). The program allows for a selection of various types of atmo-

spheres or a user-prescribed atmosphere, such as actual sounding data.

The VISIR corrections are also shown in Table 5 -2.

TABLE 5-2

CORRECTIONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC
ATTENUATION (NADIR VIEW ANGLE)

Elevation	 Surface	 Temperature Correction
(above sea level)	 Temperature	 (surface-satellite in ®K)

Station	 in meters	 (°K)	 RADTRA	 VISIR

A	 1312	 273	 -0.3	 -0.2
278	 0	 -0.1
283	 0.2	 -
289	 0.5	 -

B	 1487	 273	 0.1	 1.3
278	 0.3	 1.6
283	 0.5	 -
289	 0.8	 -

Station A:	 Winnemucca, Nevada
Station B:	 Winslow, Arizona
Calculations made using upper air sounding data for 30 May
1978	 (00 GMT)

The results of the calculations indicate the atmospheric corrections

to be relatively small. 	 The corrections using the RADTRA program are less

than 1°K and the corrections using the VISIR program less than 2°K.	 The
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slight negative corrections (i.e., the satellite measureu temperature

greater than the actual surface temperature) probably are caused by

lower surface temperatures (to represent snow cover) being used with an

overall warmer sounding; a negative correction in reality would be very

unlikely except, perhaps, if a strong temperature inversion existed over

the surface. Since the snow cover within the Arizona and California

study areas is generally at a higher elevation than the stations used

for the calculations, the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere over

the snow would be even less and the corrections even smaller than those

calculated. The correction for atmospheric attenuation does not appear

to be a significant problem, therefore, in the interrretation of HCNDI

thermal IR measurements of snow surface temperature.
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6. DATA ANALYSIS FOR ARIZONA STUDY AREA

6.1 Analysis of Imagery

Visible and thermal-infrared imagery of snow cover on the

Salt-Verde watershed of central Arizona were analyzed for the daytime

passes of 9 and 1S February, 24 March, and 4 and 15 April 1979. These

data represented the best cloud-free samples viewing most, or all, of

the watershed. No useful nighttime infrared imagery was available. The

daytime observations on these dates show a gradual depletion of the snow

cover in the watershed, from a maximum in areal extent in early February,

to a nearly complete disappearance of the snowpack by 15 April. Figures

6-1 through 6-10 show the visible and corresponding thermal infrared WMM

images for each of the above dates.

In each of the visible images the areal extent of the highly reflec-

tant snow cover is very well defined. In the thermal infrared images the

darker tones represent the lower temperatures associated with the snow

cover, and these boundaries correlate closely to those observed in the

visible data. The snow-covered area in the February visible images

(Figures 6-1 and 6-3) displays considerable variation in reflectance

resulting from forest cover and vegetation effects. This is typical of

colder, dryer snowfalls that do not cling to vegetation. The March and

April visible images (Figures 6-5, 6-7 and 6-9), however, display a much

more uniform, high reflectance throughout the snow-covered area. These

are typical of recent wet snowfalls that cling to vegetation, or of

deeper snow amounts in a melting condition. Some of the variation in

snow brightness observed in the February images compared to the March

and April data, may also be the result of darker processing of the

images.

The thermal infrared images display variations in reflectance only

on the image of 9 February (Figure 6-2), where the brightest areas in

the corresponding visible image are displayed considerably darker in the

infrared than the grayer areas associated with forest cover and vegeta-

tion. The snow boundary is very well defined in each of the correspond-

ing infrared images, as the warmer, lower elevation desert areas have a

uniformly very bright signature.

i
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Figure 6-1	
11C"1 visible
showin l; snow image (I.). 0289-20200-1

cover extent over the-V 9 February 1979,(ou tlined) of 
Central	 Salt-Verde wat ershedArizona.
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Figure 6-2	 11C M infrared image (I.D. 6289-20200-2) of 9 February 1979,

O	 showing thermal pattern of snow cover over the Salt-Verde
watershed of central Arizona.
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Figure 6-3 ;1CM t visible image (I.0. 0295-20300-1) of 15 February 1979,
showing snow cover extent over the Salt-Verde watershed
(outlined) of central Arizona.
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Figure 6-4	 11051 infrared image (I.D. 0295-20300-2) of 15 February 1979,

showing thermal pattern of snow cover over the Salt-Verde

watershed of central Arizona.
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Figure 6-5	 NCWI visible image (I.D. 033 2-20190-1) of 24 March 1979,
showing snow cover extent ove r the Salt-Verde watershed
(outlined) of central Arizona. Arrows denote high water
runoff in Gila River.
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Figure 6-6	 HCWI i nfrared image (I-D. 0332 -20190-2)
showing thermal pattern of snow cover

	 ther1Salt-Verdewatershed of central Arizona.
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runoff in Gila River.
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C; Figure 6-8 11CMM infrared image (I " D " 0343-20230-2) of 4 April 1979,
stowing thermal pattern of snow cover over the Salt-Verde
watershed of central Arizona.
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Figure 6-9	 HON visible image (I.O. 0354-20270-1) of 15 April 1979,
showing snow c w er extent over portion of the Salt-Verde
watershed (outlined) of central Arizona.
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showing thermal pattern of snow cover over portion of the
Salt-Verde watershed of central Arizona.
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Comparison of the images for 24 March, 4 April and 15 April shows

that considerable melting of the snow cover occurred over the three-week

period. Also, considerable water can be seen in the Gila River in these

images due to the high runoff. The moat rapid depletion of the snow

cover occurred in the region west and north of Mormon Lake, and in the

area scutheast of the Mogollon Rim. Figure 6-I1 shows the rapid retreat

of the snowline as outlined from the 11CNS1 vis;ble images of 24 March,

4 April and 15 April.

6.2 Analysis of Thermal Infrared Data Using Printouts

The 11CMM digital data (CCT's) were proce;:sed for each of the five

cases discussed in Section 6.1. The "print" program, defined in Section

5.2, produced alpha-numeric data printouts, which were analyzed by hand.

The results of these analyses are as follows:

(a) 9 February 1979

Of the five Arizona cases, the maximum areal snow extent

was observed on this date. lliroughout the study area, the 0°C

isotherm correlates very closely to the observed snow boun-

dary. Within the snowpack, minimum temperatures range from

-5°C to -8°C. These minimum temperatures appear to correlate

very well with the isolated areas of maximum brightness

observed in the visible image for this date. The areas of

maximum brightness are, therefore, some 5° to 8 0 colder than

the less reflective snow-covered areas.

(b) 15 February 1979

Although the snow-cover extent is substantially less on

this date, the 0°C isotherm still corresponds very closely to

the snowline observed in the visible image. Minimum temper-

atures across the snowpack have increased slightly and now

range from -4°C to -7°C; however, there still appears to be

close agreement between the location of the minimum temper-

atures and the isolated areas of maximum snow brightness in

the visible image for this date.
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Figure 6-11	 Diagram showing rapid retreat of the snow cover over central
Arizona mountains as mapped from H01M visible images of

24 March, 4 April and 15 April 1979.
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(c) 24 March 1979

Analysis of the digitized data printout reveal~ a slight

warming trend throughout the snowpack. The 0°C isotherm is

now located slightly within the observed snow boundary, and

the +2'C isotherm now corresponds closely to the boundary of

the main snowpack. Temperatures of the smaller, isolated

snow areas located along ridges well to the south of the main

snowpack, are closer to +4°C. The minimum temperatures within

the main snowpack range from -S *C to -6°(:. These are located

at the isolated higher elevation terrain areas; however, in

this instance, little if any variation in snow brightness can

be detected in the visible image.

(d) 4 April 1979

With significant melting and depletion of the snowpack now

occurring, significant warming of the remaining snow cover is

displayed in the analysis of the digital data. The snow boun-

dary on this date correlates closely to the +S'C isotherm

throughout the snowpack. The 0°C isotherm is, however, loca-

ted very close to tae +S°C isotherm along the higher elevation

areas of the Mogollon Rim and also along the northern edge of

the snowpack surrounding the Mt. Baldy area located in the

eastern end of the Salt River Basin. The minimum temperatures

within the snowpack in the Mt. Baldy area range from -S°C to

-7°C; elsewhere, they range from -2°C to -3°C.

(e) 15 April 1979

The remaining snow cover displays a continued warming trend

C	
in the digital analysis on this date. The snow boundary along

the Mogollon Rim corresponds closely to the +5°C isotherm,

while the northern boundary of the snowpack in this region

correlates more with the +7°C to +8°C isotherm. A small iso-

lated pocket of minimum temperature (-1°C to -2°C) within the

remaining snow cover, corresponds to an area of maximum bright-

ness (non-forested) observes in the visible image. The temper-
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ature of the snow boundary located west of MorrM)n Lake also

appears closer to the •7'C to •8 0C isotherm, whereas the temp-

erature of 11ormon lake, which appears to be ice free, is -:'1'

to -3'C.

The relationships between observed IR temperatures and

areas of rapid snow cover depletion during the period from 24

March to 15 April were also examined. The temperature of the

snow-covered area that was observed on 24 March but was no

longer observed on the 4 April image, due to rapid melting,

ranged from about -2'C to •2'C. I'he area of snow cover

observed on 4 April that had melted prior to the 15 April

IW.W observation, had temperatures ranging from about 0'C to

•5'C.

A sample of a portion of the alpha-numeric IR data print-

out for 4 April is shown in Figure 0-12; the area shown is

outlined in Figure 6-7. The heavier contour represents the

5'C isotherm, which closely fits the observed snow boundary.

o.3 Automated Contour Plotting

The contour plotting program discussed in Section 5.: was developed

to extract and display specified isotherms over selected areas of a

single HCNIM image. The selection of the specific isotherms to be con-

toured was based on the analysis of the alpha-numeric data printouts.

The contours were plotted at the same scale as the imagery and then

duplicated on transpa rent acetate overlays for more accurate comparison

with the satellite-observed snowlines.

This contour plotting program shows considerable promise as a tech-

nique suitable for automated processing of snow cover temperature data.

It would eliminate the tedious procedure of hand analysis of over-sized

I 

	

	 computer printouts for comparison with the much smaller scale imagery.

A possible procedure would be to have the automated contours plotted

for every 2°C at the scale of the HCM111 images. It would then be a

simple matter to overlay transparencies of the contour plots directly

If

	

	 over the imagery and define the temperature of the snow boundary.

Comparison between areas of minimum snow cover temperatures and snow

brightness levels would also he easily derived.

IC
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Examples of the contour plotting program are shown in V.gure 6-13.

The contours shown for 15 Feb niary (a) and 24 March (b) represent the

0 0C threshold. This isotherm closely fits the observed snow boundary

in the visible image for 15 February (Figure 6-3); however, on the

24 March image (Figure 6-5) this 0% isotherm is located slightly inside

the observed snow boundary due to a slight warming trend. The contours

shown for 4 April (c) and 15 April (d) represent the +5'C threshold.

This isotherm corresponds closely to the entire snow boundary observed

on 4 April (Figure 6-7). On 15 April, however, the S°C isotherm fits

only along the snow boundary located along the Mogollon Rim (southern

boT•der of larger snow area).

6.4 Comparison of 11C41 and 11-2 Temperatures

Thermal infrared digital data from the U-2 Nigh Altitude Multispec-

tral Scanner flown over the Arizona study area on 4 April 1979 was pro-

cessed for a selected portion of the Salt-River hatcrshed. The data from

this daytime flight has been compared with the corresponding 11CW1 data

for that date.

The results of the comparison of the thermal TR band temperatures

measured by the U-2 High Altitude Multispectral Scanner for a number of

locations over the rapidly melting snow cover, with temperatures for

these same locations displayed on the corresponding daytime HCMM pass,

indicate that the 11-2 temperatures were t , pical ly 5°C higher than the

values analyzed from the HCMM thermal infrared digital printout. Figure

6-14 shows the comparison between the HCW1 and U-2 data for the region

C
	 near Mogollon Rim in th-_ Ventral Arizona Mountains. The area shown in

the U-2 visible image (above right) is outlined in the corresponding

HCNIM visible image shown

at thow sales scale as the

(top left) closely match,

the +S° isotherr, (bottom

image.

below. Automated contour plots were processed

U-2 and the HCDVl images. The +10°C isotherm

es the boundary shown in the U-2 image, while

left) fits the snow !>oundary shown in the HCNV
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Figure 6-13	 Examples of contour plotting program for snow over central
Arizona mountains. The 0°C isotherm is shown for 15 February
and 24 March (a and b), and the S°C isotherm is shown for
4 and 15 April (c and d). 45
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'The following table shows a sample of the temperature differences

between the daytime U-2 and daytime HCMM for the locations indicated on

the U-2 contour plot shown in Figure 6-14. These results tend to sub-

stantiate the findings of other investigators that with the offset that

has been applied to all HCMM data, based on the early White Sands calibra-

tion, the HCMM values may, in fact, actually be S * C too low.

r.

TABLE. 6-1

H0M/11-2 COMPARISON FOR ARIZONA STUDY AREA

Mean HCMM	 Mean U-2	 Temp. Difference
Area	 Temperature	 Temperature	 (U-2 minus HCMM)

A 0°C +5°C +5°C

B -10 +4' +S°

C -10 +40 +S°

D -20 +20 +40

temp at +5° +100 +50
snowline*

*snowline mapped from visible data

6.5 Correlation Between IR Temperatures and Other Data

Considerable ground truth information was acquired for the Arizona

test site. The data were obtained from a number of sources including

the Soil Conservation Service (Phoenix Office), the Watershed Division

of the Salt River Project, and the monthly Climatological Data Booklets

published by NOAA. These data included snow cour,e measurements, aerial

survey maps, snow-extent maps derived from GOES satellite images, SNOTEL

data, and daily maximum and minimum air temperatures.

The major snowfalls across the Central Arizona Mountains during the

February through April period occurred during the following dates:

Dates	 Snow Amount

February 1	 + 2 6 to 22 inches
March 19 to 22 5 to 30 inches

Y.	 March 29 to 30 trace to 16 inches
April	 10 to 12 trace to 16 inches
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The actual snow depths, as well as snow boundaries across the Salt-

Verde watershed at tha times of the HCMM observations, are shown in

0 	 Figure 6-15. There does not appear to be any correlation between

reported snow depths and either the reflectance in the visible image or

the temperature in the IR image; the observed variations in reflectance

and temperature are, therefore, due primarily to the effects of furest

cover.

Examination of daily maximum and minimum air temperatures during

the major snow melt period of 24 March to 15 April, showed that daily

minimum temperatures ranged from near freezing (0°C) to a few degrees

t-	 below freezing near the 1500 m (5000 ft) elevation. At this same eleva-

tion, daily maximum temperatures ranged from about 10°C to 20°C. At

elevations near the 2250 m (7500 ft) level, maximum readings ranged

from about S°C to 1S°C with daily minimum temperatures ranging from 0°C

C	 to -10°C. Throughout this period of snow depletion, !tierefore, the

snow surface apparently underwent a daily melting ref -eezing cycle.

Figures 6-16 and 6-17 display the daily maximum and minimum temperatures

for two stations located within the snow-covered area.

Correlative Landsat imagery available for two dates close to -he

dates of the HCMM images was acquired for comparison of t , e snow features.

Figure 6-18 shows the Landsat MSS-5 band (0.6 - 0.7 um) image of 1 April

1979. Overall comparison with the HCMIM image of 4 April (Figure 6-7)

shows that the Landsat image displays considerably more gray-scale varia-

tion across the snow extent. This is partly due to the better resolu-

tion of the Landsat data ( ti80 m) and also to the actual processing of

the imagery. The Landsat image displays a higher contrast between the

snow-covered and the snow-free terrain than the HCMM image displays. As

a result, forested terrain within the snow-covered area can be detected

in the Landsat image but not in the HCMM image.

it
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	 Maps of Salt-Verde watershed (solid line) showing reported
snow depths (inches) and locations of snow lines (dashed

lines) for 15 February, 24 March, 4 April and 15 April 1979.
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Figure 6-18	 Correlative Landsat-3 image (MSS-5) of 1 April 1979 showing
considerably more detail and gray-scale variation across
the snow extent than the 4 April HCNf q image.
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7. DATA A14ALYSIS FOR SIERRAS STUDY AREA

From the overall sample of potentially useful data for the Sierras

study area, described in Section 4, three cases were selected for

analysis. 'These cases (late May 1978, mid-July 1978, and early April

1979) were selected because of the availability for each case of both

daytime and nighttime cloud-free H01M passes. Moreover, for each case,

11-2 data were also collected over a portion of the study area either on

or near the dates of the 11Ch41 passes. 'The data available for analysis

in each of the three cases, including imagery from other satellites, are

listed in Table 7-1. The analyses are described in the following sections.

7.1 May 1978 Case

7.1.1 Analysis of 11CW1 Imagery

An excellent set of HCNV data were collected over the Sierras study

area at the end of May 1978, approximately one month after the satellite

went into operation. During a three-da y period, four HCMM passes (two

nighttime and two daytime) provided essentially cloud-free coverage of

the southern Sierras. The data set consists of the nighttime passes on

29 and 30 May and daytime passes on 30 and 31 May. The HCMM images

from these passes are shown in Figures 7-1 through 7-3.

The daytime visible and thermal IR images of 30 and 31 May are

shown in Figures 7-1 (a and b) and 7-2 (a and b), respectively. The

visible images indicate that a substantial snow cover still exists in

the southern Sierras at the end of May. The Sierras snowpack in the

spring of 1978 was, in fact, above normal and was slow to melt because

of abnormally cool weather. Snowmelt runof f , however, was less than had

been forecast, mainly because much of the snowmelt went to recharge the

ground water, which had been depleted over the past two dry years.

t_

	

	 Aerial snow surveys were flown over the southern Sierras snowpack

by the Corps of Engineers about every 10 days from the end of April

through early July. The snow-covered area of the Kings River Basin was

mapped on 22 May as 1256 km ` (785 mi l ) and on 2 June as 1152 km ` (720 mi2);

the equivalent snowline elevations for the two dates would be 2490 m

(8300 ft) and 2580 m (8600 ft), respectively, making the snowline

r	 53
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elevation du ► ing the 29-31 May period about 2550 m (8500 ft). Although

the continuous snowline was mapped at this level, some patchy snow cover

still existed at lower elevations. For example, a station at the 2020 m

(6735 ft) level reported a snow depth of 30 cm (12 in) on 31 May. New

snow had also fallen over parts of the area on the 24th and 25th.

In the visible images (Figures 7-la and 7-2a) the snowpack in the

higher elevation, non-forested areah displays a uniform high brightness

level, whereas the snow located within lower elevation, densely forested

areas along the western slope of the Sierras has a mottled, gray-white

appearance. A few cellular clouds can also he detected in the image of

31 May (Figure 7-2i).

On both dates, the corresponding thermal IR images (Figures 7-lb

and 7-2b) display an almost uniforml y dark pattern flower temperatures),

the extent of which almost exactly fits the snowline as mapped from the

visible images. It appears, therefore, that the temperatures of the

snow surface are significantly lower than those of the surrounding

tinow-free terrain, with the difference being su fficient for the snowline

to be distinctly delineated.	 It is difficult in the IR images, however,

to detect variations in temperature within the snow-covered area, such

as the reflectance variations seen in the visible images.

The nighttime IR images of 29 and 30 May, shown in Figures -3a and

--lb, display distinct variations in gray-tone level across the Sierras

snowpack. The snow in the higher elevation, non-forested areas appears

uniformly darker (colder) than the snow located along the densely forested,

lower elevation areas along the western slope. Comparison with the

visible images of 30 and 31 May shows that in some locations the boundary

of the area of lowest temperature (darkest tone) fits the snowline

closely, as was the case with the daytime images. In other locations,

however, the nighttime thermal pattern does not define the snowline.

Moreover, in the nighttime image, lighter toned gray levels are observed

9
	 along the western slopes of the Sierras and at the extreme southern

extent of the snowpack; the presence of these lighter gray-tone levels

in areas shown to be snow-free (in the visible image) is apparently also

the result of nighttime radiatiuiial cooling, which reduces the tempera-

ture contrast between the snow cover and the non-snow-covered terrain.
t

Thus, the snow cover extent appears to be depicted better in the daytime

than in the nighttime thermal IR images.
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7.1.2 Comparison Between HCNV and Other Satellite Imagery

In addition to the HCMM data, Landsat and NOAH VHRR images were

also available in late May, proviuing an opportunity to compare the

resolu.ions of the respective sensor systems. A Landsat-2 scene, viewing

a portion of the southern Sierras from Mono Lake southward to the northern

part of the Kern River Basin, is shown in Figure 7-4. At the 80 m reso-

lution of Landsat, considerably more detail along the snow line can he

mapped than is possible with IiCMM; also variat..,ns in reflectance

associated with forest effects can be mapped in greater detail. Never-

theless, comparison of the Landsat and 11CMM images reveals that the

overall snow-cover extent can be mapped nearly as accurately from the

300 m resolution IICMM data as from the 80 m resolution Landsat data,

even though the fine-scale variations in the snow line cannot be detected.

Comparative NOAA-5 thermal IR images are shown in Figure 7-5 (a and

b). Figure 7-5a is the daytime iR image for 30 May and Figure 7-5b is

the daytime IR image for 31 May (note that the VHRR IR data are displayed

the reverse of Ilt'PA1, with lighter tones signifying lower temperatures).

The improved quality and resolution of the corresponding 110W images is

apparent. The areas of lowest temperature were mapped from the corres-

ponding HCDAI and VHRR ther► til IR images of 31 May, as shown in Figure 7-6

(a and b). Although the overall patterns appear similar, the lower

resolution (1 km) of the VIIRR image provides somewhat leas ,letail than

the IiCMM data in defining the snow extent.

7.1.3 Analysis of IiCMM Digital Data

110ZI digital IR data were processed initially in the printout format

for all four passes during the 29-31 May period. Subsequently, several

automated temperature contour plots were also generated.

Hand analysis of the digital printout for the 29 May nighttime pass

IF	
indicates that the snow line, as mapped from the visible image, and

defined in most areas by the dark gray tone in the IR images, is gener-

ally delineated by the 0°C isotherm. Further comparisons with the

imagery show that the boundary of the darker tones, which represent the

snow at the non-forested higher elevation terrain, -losely correspond to

the -7°C isotherm. The lowest temperatures observed within the solid
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darker toned areas range from about -9°C to -11°C; these minimum temper-

atures likely define the highest elevation ridges of the Sierras.
r

Temperatures within the lighter gray-toned areas associated with the

densely forested areas generally range from about -1°C to -3°C.

The temperature of the snow boundary is also fairly well defined by

the 0°C isotherm in the 30 May night IR digital analysis. However, the

overall temperatures within the higher elevation snowpack are indicated

to be slightly lower. 'the boundary of the darkest tone areas represent-

ing the higher elevation, non-forested terrain is better represented in

this case by the -H°C isotherm, whereas the lowest temperatures within

the solid dark area now range from about -10°C to -13°C. Also, the

areal extent of these minimum temperatures at the higher elevation terrain

appears to have about doubled in size from the previous night.

Analysis of the IR digital products for the daytime passes of 30 and

31 May shows the temperature of the snow boundary generally averaging

near +10°C. A strong temperature gradient exists between non-snow-covered

terrain and the snow boundary, with temperature spreads ranging anywhere

from about 15° to 20°C at the actual snow line. The temperature of the

snow surface at the snow line varies considerably along the entire snow

boundary, ranging from about +3°C to +15°C; therefore, although the snow

li..ne can be readily located because of the sharp temperature gradient,

the actual temperature of the snow boundary is somewhat more difficult to

determine in the daytime IR data.

The outer boundary of the more solid, highly reflective snow cover

at the higher elevation, non-forested terrain closely corresponds with

the 0°C isotherm on both days, with minimum snow cover temperatures

within these brighter areas ranging from -4°C to -5°C. The temperature

of the snow remaining in the lower elevation, densely forested areas along

the west slope ranges from about +1°C to +12°C.

The IR temperatures of the snow boundary, the snow within forested

areas, the boundar,- of higher elevation snow, and within the higher

elevation snow are summarized in Table 7-2 for the four HCMM passes.

The results of the analysis indicate that the temperatures are very

consistent over the two nighttime and the two daytime passes. The average

differences between the nighttime and daytime values are also shown in

the table. It appears that the temperature difference is less at the
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higher elevations than for the lower elevation snow within the more

	

i	 heavily forested areas.

r

	

	 A number of contour plots of temperature thresholds were also

generated for the May 1100 data to compare isotherms selected from the

hand analyses with the snow extent mapped from the visible imagery.

These plots were prepared at the same scale as the imagery to allow

t	 clear acetate copies to be overlayed directly onto the images. Examples

of two plots, the 0°C isotherm contour and the -9°C contour for the 30

%lay nighttime IR data, are shown in Figure 7-7 (a and b). The 0°C

isotherm closely matches the snow boundary, and the -9°C contour agrees

Ir

	

	 closely with the observed boundary of the darkest tone in the correspond-

ing image, which represents the extent of the higher elevation, non-

forested snow cover.

7.1.4 Comparison with Reported Temperatures and U -2 Data

California Climatological Data gives daily maximum and minimum

temperatures for the few reporting stations located within the Sierras

study area. These stations are located mostly at about the 2000 m level,

near the lower extent of the snowpack at the end of May. One station is

at a considerably higher elevation (3700 m); although this station

(White Mountain 2) is located in the White Mountains just east of the

main Sierra Range, it is the only reporting station that does give an

indication of temperatures near the highest levels of the Sierras.

As discussed earlier (Section 2.4), air temperatures recorded at

standard shelter height can only be used in a very graeral comparison

	

r	 with snow surface temperatures. [wring snowmelt periods, when daytime

air temperatures are well above freezing, the snow surface temperature

may be 5-10°C lower than reported air temperatures; differences of at

least that much can also be expected at night. For purposes of compari-

son with the 110MM IR temperatures, therefore, an average correction of

7°C was applied to the maximum and minimum reported temperatures, which

should occur at approximately the times of the daytime and nighttime

11(T1P-1 passes.

The reported temperatures at the lower elevation stations did not

show much variation over the three-day period, and were quite consistent
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from station to station; the actual reported temperatures were about

20-22°C for the daily maximums and 1-7°C for the minimums. The White

Mountain station reported considerably lower temperatures; on the 29th

and 30th, the maximums were about 7°C and minimums -3°C, whereas on the

31st the minimum was -14°C and the maximum only +3°C.

Applying the 7°C correction, the daytime snow surface temperatures

	

C.	 at the lower elevations can be considered to he in the range of 13 0 to 15°C

and at the high elevations in the range of -4 0 to 0'C; the nighttime

temperatures can he considered to be in the -6 0 to 0'C range for lower

elevations and about -10°C at the higher elevations. Comparing these

temperature value!, with the IR temperatures measured by HCMM (Table 7-2),

it appears that the h MM measurements are corsistently lower. In

general, the difference, seems to be of the order of 5°C, except for the

nighttime temperatures at the highest elevations, where the difference

is smaller.

As listed in Table 7-1, 0-2 flights across the study areas were

made on 31 May (day) and 1 June (night). These data were processed and

an attempt was made to locate the corresponding area covered in the U-2

data with the HCMM data. Although the general area could be located, it

was not possible to match specific geographic features. Furthermore,

the U-2 temperatures over the Sierras appeared to be much too high. For

example, the temperatures in the nighttime data ranged between 2° and

14°C; no temperatures lower than 2°C were found. These temperatures are

considerably higher than the snow surface Temperatures estimated from

the station reports and much higher than the HCMM temperatures. Because

of these difficulties, the U-2 data for this case were not used. Sub-

sequent U-2 data were used in the analysis of the July 1978 and April

1979 cases.

7.1.5 Analysis of Temperature Difference (AT) Imagery

	

#s
	

and Digital Data

Day/night registered data sets were processed for both a 12-hour

and a 36-hour interval for the May case. The 12-hour data set was

	

t
	 processed from the night and day HCMM passes of 30 May, and the 36-hour

data set was processed from the 30 May night pass and the 31 May day

pass. The temperature difference (AT) images for these data sets were



I

processed with the smaller AT values displayed in darker tones. Hence,
water bodies are generally the darkest-tone features in the images;

cloud patterns are also displayed its black.

The overall gray-tone patterns of the 12-hour AT and 36-hour AT

images for 30 and 31 May shown in Figure 7-8 (a ,tnd b), are very similar

to the patterns display ed in the day IR images.	 In the AT images,
4	 however, the gray levels defining the snow cover extent appear consider-

ably lighterin tone, and lack broad variations in gray level throughout

the snowpack. The smallest values of AT (darker tones) fit closely

with the lowest temperatures indicated in the day IR data and hence

represent the snow-covered terrain.

In the digital AT printouts correspor.,iing to these images, the AT

values represent the actual differences between the night IR and da y IR

values, with the differences for nearly all pixels being positive (i.e.,

da,v IR minus night lit value). The analysis of AT dip,ital data across the

higher elevation snow cover indicates fairly consistent temperature

differences of from 6-18°C. This agrees fairly well with the temperature

differences observed in the manual analysis of the day and night IR

passes. The AT values over the non-snow-covered, lower elevation

terrain areas are significantly higher, ranging from about 18-45°C.

7.2 July 1978 Case

7.2.1 Analysis of 1101M Imagery

Because of unusually cool weather during the late spring and early

summer of 1978, the snowpack in the Sierras study area melted more slowly

than normal. In order to monitor the snowmelt behavior f ►r potential

flood danger, the Corps of Engineers flew aerial snow surveys over the

southern Sierras later into the summer than .,:)uld normally be the case.

The latest flight was made on 6 July, at whi-h time the snowpack in the

Kings River Basin was reported to exceed the snowpack at the correspond-

ing date in 1969, the previous greatest snowpack on record. On 6 .July,

the snow line elevation in the Kings River Basin was estimated to be at

the 3000 m level (just below 10,000 ft). Even as late as 17 July, the

date of the HCNIM day/night data set, substantial snow still remained at

high elevations in the Sierras.
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fhe W41 imagery for 17 July is shown in Figure 7-9 (a to c), where

Figure 7-9a is the day visible image, 7-9b the day IR image, and 7-9c

the night IR image. These images can he compared to the late May images

shown in the previous section. Although the snowpack for mid-July is

well above normal, a significant decrease in snow extent between the

two dates is readily apparent. In addition to the lesser snow extent,

the brightness of the snow in the July visible image is also consider-

ably lass than the brightness in the May images; the lower brightness

appears to be due in part to the photographic processing of this parti-

cular image (Figure 7-9a), which is very dart, overall.

The daytime IR image (Figure 7-9h) is of considerably better quality

than the corresponding visible image, such that water bodies and other

features are much more clearly depicted. An area of uniformly dark tone

(lowest temperatures) in the IR image fits very closely to the snow cover

mapped from the visible image. Enlarged maps of the snow line derived

from each image are shown in Figure 7-10 (a and b). In most areas, the

IR image (Figure 7-10:x) indicates Tightly less snow extent than the

visible image (Figure 7-10a).

Iri the IR image, the non-,now-covered western slopes of the Sierras

appear as a medium gray tone somewhere between the dark (cold) snow cover

and the brighter (warmer) desert basins and agricultural valleys. This

indication of lower temperatures along the western slopes is probably

the result of the moderating effect of higher elevation terrain and

forest canopy.

Analysis of the night IR image (Figure 7-9c) indicates a consider-

ably broader extent of darkest tones, ..rich extend well outside the

snow-covered area depicted in the daytime images. In fact, the extent

of the darkest tones in this image corresponds more closely to the extent

of the medium gray tones observed in the day IR image; the observed

differences are likely due to the effect of the daytime heating and

nighttime radiational cooling over the mountain terrain.

7.2.2 Comparison Between W324 and Landsat Imagery

A cloud-free: Landsat scene of the southern Sierras on 20 July is

shown in Figure 7-11a, and the snow extent mapped from Landsat is shown

in Figure 7-111). Because of the higher Landsat resolution, certain

I
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Figure 7-9	 HCMM daytime visible image (a), daytime IR image (b), and
nighttime IR image (c) of 17 July 1978, showing above normal
snowpack in the Sierras study area (Image ID Numbers: (a)

n
	

082-21080-1; (b) 082-21080-2, and (c) 082-10160-3).
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Figure 7-11a	 Correlative Landsat-2 image (D1SS-5) of 20 July 1978, showing

considerably more small detail in the Sierras snow cover
extent than observed in the 17 July 1iC M image.
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Figure --llb	 Map showing snow line mapped from 20 July Landsat-2 image.
Note that although finer detail is apparent in the Landsat
image, the overall snow boundary corresponds closely to
the snow extent mapped from the HCMM image (Figure 7-10a).
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features not O sible in the HCMM image can be detected; for

numerous small lakes, which are no longer frozen, can be se

snow-covered terrain of the southern Sierras. When transferring the snow

line from a Landsat image, however, it is difticult to map all of the

fine detail apparent in the image. Thus, as was also found in the May

case, the overall snow line mapped from the lower resolution HCMM image

(Figure 7-10a) matches closely with the snow line mapped from the Landsat

image (Figure 7-11b).

7.2.3 Analysis of HCMM Digital Data

Both the daytime and nighttime thermal IR digital data on 17 July

were processed and analyzed. For this case, the data were processed only

in the printout format. The snow line derived from the daytime visible

image was mapped onto the printouts to determine the snow line tempera-

ture threshold and snow surface temperatures.

For the daytime data, the snow line fits closely with the +15°C

isotherm. The IR temperatures within the snow-covered terrain range as

low as +4°C, with isolated minimum vaiuc-,	 2°c	 The overall  average

temperature of the snow is about +7°C. The digital data indicate a

fairly distinct boundary between snow with temperatures generally between 	 a

7° and 15°C and snow at the highest elevations with an average temperature

of 4-5°C. The temperatures of the non-snow-covered terrain along the

western slopes of the Sierras is as high as 27°C.

In the nighttime data, the snow line is generally delineated by

the 0°C isotherm, with snow cover tem peratures ranging between 0° and

-9°C; the average snow temperature is about -5°C. however, non-snow-

covered areas irmrediately surrounding Mono lake, which appear very dark

in the night T  image (Figure 7-9c), also have temperatures from 0° to

-4°C, undoubtedly the result of radiational cooling during the early

morning hours.
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7.2.4 Comparison of HCMM Digital Data with U-2 Data

and Reported Temperatures

Digital 1R data from the U-2 HCMR were also analyzed for a portion

of the stud y area. These data were from flights made across the Kings

River Basin south of Mono Lake in the vicinity of lake Crowley (see

Figure 7-9c, where Lake Crowley is readily detectable in the nighttime

HCMM image). The U-2 flights were made on 19/20 July. The comparative

data (shown in Table 7-3) indicates the HCMM 1R temperatures to be con-

sistently lower than the 11 . 2 temperatures; the differences range from

f 5-16°C.

The only other correlative temperature data for this period are the

standard station reports from California Climatological data.	 Tnese

data do not give actual surface-measured temperatures, but as discussed

in the May cas.^,	 it	 is possible to derive a general estimate of the

temperatures over	 the snow-covered terrain from the station reports.

The reports	 indicate very little change in temporavire during the period

from 17 to 20 July, so the two to three day difference br,tween the HCM?4

s and 11-2 measurements should not be significant.

The highest elevation station	 (White Mountain 2, 	 at an elevation of

3700 meters) reported maximum daytime temperatures of 13-15°C and minimum

nighttime temperatures of 2-4°C. 	 Stations at	 lower elevations,	 just

f. below the snow line, reported temperatures generally in the range of

20-22°C during the day and minimums of about 4°C at night. 	 No stations

reported temperatures below freezing at anytime during the perio(..

These reports indicate that the _snowp4ck was in a melting condition

1. at all elevations during both day and night. 	 In the May case, 	 although

daytime temperatures were above freezing at most stations during the day,

the nighttime readings were we'1 below free=ing. 	 In July,	 therefore,	 it

is probable that the snow surface temperature remained near 0°C at night.

During daytime,	 if the snow surface temperature is assumed to be S-10°C

lower th,:n the air temperature (as discussed in the analysis of the May

case), then the surface temperature should be in the range of 10-15°C.

Compared to these temperatures, the HCMM thermal	 IR temperatures

again appear to be of the order of 5°C to(- low, consistent with the

previous findings. Also, the reported temperatures indicate that the
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1

U-2 measurements may he somewhat too high (in particular, the temperatures

of Lake Crowley seem to be too high; moreover, the 9°C difference between

the day and night measurements is also puzzling). Taking into account

a probable error in the U-2 data, then a F1CMM error of about -S°C seems

quite reasonable; this error is in agreement with the previous findings

both for the Arizona analysis and analysis of the May case.

7.2.5 Analysis of 'Temperature Difference (AT) Imagery

'	 and Digital Data

1 Tlie overall	 gray-tone pattern of the 12-hour AT image for 17 Julyt

is very similar to the pattern in the day IR image. 	 Except for wattrr

I)OL es,	 the smallest values of AT	 (darker tones)	 fit closely with the

lowest daytime temperatures and hence are over the snow-covered terrain.

I In the digital AT printout, Mono Lake can be readily detected,

{
f

since it has distinctly smaller values of AT than the surrounding terrain

` (including the island in the lake). 	 The AT values for the lake are

1

consistently <5°C.	 In nearly all areas, 	 the AT associated with the

{	 1
snow	 line is consi3tently between	 15° and 20°C.	 All	 values over snow

cover are less, with several values being between 0° and S O C.	 The AT

values over non-snow-covered terrain are substantially greater, ranging

generally between 20° and 40°C.	 The HCW AT values are in fairly good

agreement with the U-2 data (Table 7-3) and with the diurnal	 temperature

range at the reporting stations.

7.3	 April	 1979 Case

t 7.3.1	 Analysis of 5 April 	 Da ytime Visible and	 IR Imagery

The extent of snow cover over the Sierras during early April 1979

is depicted in the S April day visible image, 	 shown in Figure 7-12.

^. Variations in snow cover reflectance due to forest effects are also

clearly observed on this data. 	 The snow cover on higher elevation,

non-foresiad terrain displays a uniformly high reflectance, whereas the

snow on the lower elevation, densely forested western slopes appears as

mottled gray tones. 	 Th3 extent of these areas of varying snow cover

reflectance are outlined in Figure 7-13.
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Figure 7-12	 MW visible image of 5 April 1979, showing variations in
Sierras snow cover reflectance d ,le to forest cover effects
(Image ID Number 0344-20420-1).
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S	 Figure 7-13	 Map showing extent of areas of varyinf snow cover reflectance
mapped from 5 April IICMM visible image. The Mottled tone
represents the extent of snow cover with a lower reflectance
due to forest cover effects.
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The corresponding TR image for S April is shown in Figure 7-14 (the

images for this case,	 which were received late	 in the study period,	 are

of exceptionally high y-jality).	 The dark	 (cold)	 pattern	 in the	 IR	 image

agrees very closely with the overall 	 snow extent depicted in the visible

image.	 Very detailed thermal 	 patterns are detectable	 in this	 image at

the snow boundary along the eastern slope of the southern Sierras,	 as

' well	 as other areas Such as the snow boundary surrounding the White

Mountains	 (east G.	 the Sierras along the California-Nevada border).

' These patterns ale apparently associated with variations 	 in temperature

r caused by narrow ridges with colder, north-facing slopes and warmer

south-facing slopes;	 there is also evidence in the visible image of

similar variations 	 in the snow cover pattern.

Variations in the thermal 	 pattern within the snow-covered area

are not at	 readily detectable in the IR image as are the variations in

x reflectance observed in the visible image. 	 However, with the aid of a

strong backlight,	 tonal variations similar to those observed in the

visible image did become apparent. 	 There is also some evidence of cloud
i

in the IR image obscuring; Lake Tahoe and producing a fuzzy, dark pattern

north of Mono Lake;	 although other cellular cloudiness can be seen in

the upper portion of both images, the apparent cloud near Lake Tahoe and

Mono Lake cannot be detected in the visible image.

* 7.3.2	 Analysis of S April Daytime IR Digital	 Data

Analysis of the digital computer printout of the daytime IR data

showed an excellent correlation between the 0°C isotherm and the overall

snow cover boundary displayed in the daytime visible image. 	 The higher

elevation snow cover	 (solid high reflectance) 	 is delineated	 in the

digital analysis by the -S°C isotherm; 	 temperatures within the higher

elevation areas range between -S°C and -10°C, with some isolated areas

having temperatures of -11°C to -12°C.

The lowest temperatures observed in the digital analysis were

located over two mountain areas immediately west of Mono Lake.	 These

areas exhibited homogeneous temperatures of <-13'C	 (the lower cutoff of

the radiometer temperature range) and did not correlate well to observed

geographic features in this area. 	 Also,	 these features could not be

detected in the visible or IR imagery. 	 Therefore,	 it can onl y be
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Figure 7-14	 HCMM day iR image of 5 April 1979, showing close agreement
with corresponding visible image in overall snow cover extent
(Image ID Number 0344-20420-2).
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assumed that they are representative of thin, cirriform clouds. similar

to the clouds that can be seen in the IR image over Lake 'Tahoe and

f	 north of Mono Lake.

7.3.3 Analysis of 4 April Nighttime IR Image and

Digital Data

In the nighttime IR image 36 hours earlier, shown in Figure 7-15,

the southern Sierras appear in a mostly homogeneous dark tone. however,

the overall boundary of the darkest-tone area does not correspond to the

snow line as closely as it does in the daytime IR image. As observe(' in

the nighttime images discussed previously, the snow line in the vicinity

of Mono Lake is completely obscured because of the overall lower tempera-

ture of the surrounding terrain caused by radiational cooling.

Other ambiguities are also apparent in the 4 April image. In

contrast to the pattern in the vicinity of Mono Lake, the snow extent

actually appears somewhat reduced at some locations along the western

and southern slopes of the Sierras. Note for example the apparent

reduced snow extent observed at areas A and B in Figure 7-15, compared

to the snow boundary observed at these same locations in the daytime IR

image of 5 April (Figure 7-14).

The ambiguities other than those caused by radiational cooling of

non-snow-covered terrain are probably associated with the processing of

the images. Because of th, overall lower surface temperatures at night,

the curve relating temperature to gray-tone is different than the curve

used for producing day time images; this difference, of course, is why

water bodies show up in dark tones in daytime images and light tones in

nighttime images despite retaining essentially the same temperature.

As shown in Figure 7-16, a snow surface could cool at night and vet be

displayed in a lighter gray-tone than in the daytime image. Caution

must be used, therefore, when interpreting snow cover in nighttime IR

imagery, both because of a probable lesser temperature gradient between

snow and non-snow terrain as well as differences in the display curve as

compared with da ytime imagery.

Analysis of the digital IR data for the 4 April nighttime scene shows

the overall snow boundary defined by the -5°C isotherm, with the snow cover

temperatures ranging from -5 * C to <-13°C. Temperatures of the snow-free
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Figure 7-15	 IICN51 nighttime IR image of 4 April 1979, showing thermal
pattern of Sierras snow cover and areas of radiational
cooling. Note that the boundary of the darkest (coldest)

tone does not correspond as closely to the visible snow line

i '	 as does the thermal pattern in the day IR image (Image ID

Number 0343-09320-3).
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terrain immediately adjacent to the snowpack along the western slope

range from about -4'C to 0'C. In the daytime 1R digital data of S

April, these same areas have surface temperatures in the range of 1% to

15'C; this greater temperature gradient between snow cover and snow-free

terrain provides a more reliable definition of the snow boundary in the

daytime IR imagery.

7.3.4 Comparison Between IV-P Data and U-2 High

Altitude Multispectral Scanner Uata

On 4 April 1979, both day and night TR data from the U-2 High

Altitude Multispectral Scanner were collected for flights across the

Kings River Basin. The thermal IR data were provided in both digital

and image formats. The 'Ailtispectral Scanner is a very high resolution

sensor, so it returns a large volume of data; the data volume was so

large, in fact, that it was possible only to process a small amount. Also,

although the sensor resolution was sufficient to identify many geographi-

cal reference points, it was difficult to locate precisely specific

reference points on the corresponding 11CNN data. Therefore, snow cover

temperature measurements from the U-2 data were averaged over selected

areas for comparison with the IICSN derived temperati-res for these same

general areas.

The 4 April daytime U-2 data were compared with the S April daytime

HCMM data. Meteorological reports indicate that maximum temperatures on

the 4th at mountain stations were about the same or slightly lower than

on the Sth. The corresponding temperatures measured over a lake that

I,	
was 'dentifiable in both data sets and over :,now show close agreement

between the U-2 and 11011 measurements:

sample point	 U	 IICIN41

it
	 Lake Edison	 +1°	 *20

snow cover	 -5.40	 -6.10

The 11-2 data acquired on the 4 April nighttime pass over the Sierras

were compared with H001 nighttime IR data also acquired on 4 April.

}	 These data were evaluated in three distinct categories; including: (1)

dense snow cover at higher eievations; (2) sparse snow cover at lower
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elevation; and (3) non-snow-covered terrain. The comparison of the

average temperatures within each of these categories shows the HCMM

temperatures to be about 5°C lower than the U-2 measurements for each of

the categories:

Tem erature
Category	 U-i	 HCMM

dense snow cover	 < -10 0	< -130

sparse snow cover	 -4.30	 -9.3°C

non-snow-covered terrain	 +1.5°C	 -3.6°C

7.3.5 Compaxisor. Between HCMM and Surface

Temperature Measurements

For this case it was possible to compare the HCMM data with a sample

of surface radiant temperature data collected by the University of

California at Santa Barbara. These surface radiant temperature readings

were collected on 5 and 6 April in the Dusy and Palisade Basins of the

middle fork of the Kings River in the southern Sierra Nevada. The temp-

eratures were measured by pointing the radiometer at targets consisting

of 11100% snow", "snow and rocks", or "snrw and vegetation". Although the

test sites; were pinpointed on USGS quadrangle maps, it was not possible

to locate the points precisely on the HCMM images or in the digital

printorc. The surface radiant temperatures were averaged, therefore, and

compared with HCMM data averaged over a number of pixels in the same

approximate area of the Sierras.

The measurements taken during the afternoon of 5 April were mostly

for targets of 11100% snow" or "snow with sparse trees or rocks". The

average radiant temperature for 11 samples was -3.2°C (the range in values

was -0.2 0 to -6.4 0 C). The average HCMM temperature for the same area was

-6.2°C, or 3.0 0 lower than the surface measurements. Air temperatures

were also measured at the test site using a sling psychrometer; the air

temperature for all samples taken was a consistent 4°C, or about 7°C

higher than the snow surface temperature.

As was ,one in the analysis of the cases discussed previously, the

HCMM IR temperatures were also compared with temperatures measured at

i'
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reporting stations (at shelter height). During early April, all stations

except one located within the snow-covered areas of the Sierras reported

temperatures below freezing at night and well above freezing during the

day. Only at the highest elevation station (White Mountain) did temper-

atures remawi below freezing during daytime as well. Most stations

reported maximum temperatures of 11-15°C on 5 April and minimums of -1°C

to -7°C on 4 April; the White Mountain station reported temperatures of

-1°C and -12°C, respectively. All stations reported a substantial snow-

pack, with depths ranging to as much as 178 cm (70 inches).

Because of the deeper snowpack in early April, the field-o£-view of

the radiometer should be less contaminated by non-snow features, such as

exposed vegetation and bare rock, than it would be later in the spring.

Thus, a difference of about 7°C between the air temperature and snow

surface temperature, as was found at the Kings River test site, would

also seem to be a reasonable correction to apply to the temperatures at

the reporting stations. Based on this assumption, the snow surface

temperature at the highest elevations would be about -8°C (5 April day-

time), whereas the HCMM temperatures are -11°C to -12°C; the lower

elevation snow surface temperatures would be 4-8°C, whereas the HCMM

temperatures are about 0°C or slightly lower. Thus, the differences

between the HCMP4 temperatures and assumed snow surface temperatures are

consistent with the differences found et the Kings River test site.

The comparisons overall indicate that the HCMM temperatures are of the

order of 3-5°C too low.

7.3.6 Analysis of Temperature Difference (AT)

Imagery and Digital Data

The gray-tone pattern of the 36-hour AT image fox 5 April (shown in

Figure 7-17) displays a very similar pattern to the overall snow cover

extent observed in the day visible and day IR images. Except for the

clouds and water bodies; the lowest AT values (darkest) fit closely to

the lowest daytime temperatures, which occur over the snow cover. Two

isolated areas located just west of Mono Lake appear considerably

darker than the gray levels of the snow cover. The distinct appearance

of these areas is indicative of the existence of clouds in either the
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Figure 7-17	 HON 36-hour temperature difference (AT) image (S April day -
4 April night), showing similar pattern to the overall snow

cover extent as observed in the corresponding day visible and
day IR images.
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daytime or nighttime data (note also the dark are,,s partially obscuring

Lake Tahoe), even though clouds are not readily apparent in either the

I visible or IR imag-s; this confirms the assumption made earlier based on

the low temperatures observed in these areas in the analysis of the day-

time digital data.

Some variations in gray-tone dre also observed in areas that are

snow-covered, but cloud-free. Slightly darker gray levels occur on the

non-foref,ted, higher elevation terrain areas, indicating that the day/

night temperature differences were not as great over the maximum elevation

terrain areas, as those prevailing over the lower elevation snow-covered

areas.

In the digital printout, the entire snow line boundary is consis-

tently at or near a AT of 15%. All values over the snow cover are less

than 15°C, with several higher elevation areas being between 0° and S°C.

This is consistent with the location of the darker tones observed in the

AT image. The AT values over non-snow-covered terrain are substantially

greater than 15°C, whereas the AT values over Mono Lake are very small

as compared to those of the surrounding terrain including the snow cover.

The AT values observed at the snow line and over t*te snowpack are consis-

t.^nt with values found in the analysis of the other Sierras cases.

7.3.7 Cursory Analysis of Apparent 'Thermal

Inertia (ATI) Imagery

Analysis of apparent thermal inertia (ATI) data wa.; not an original

objective of the investigation since the concept of thermal inertia does

not have a readily apparent application to snow hydrology. Nevertheless,

ATI images were received along with the AT images for the day/night data

sets. Although the ATI patterns in the images for the May and .July 1978

cases are not of high _ontrast, the patterns displayed in the April 1979

case are very well defined. The ATI image for the 36-hour data set of

4-5 April is shown in Figure 7-18.

A cursory analysis of this ATI image, as well as the images for the

other caEcs, indicates that the Sierras snow cover is readily apparent.

The tonal patterns within the snow-covered area vary between ve•.y bright

tones, medium gray-tones, and very dark tones. Clouds and water bodies

(large lakes and Pacific Ocean) display the highest brightness levels.
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t	 Figure 7-18	 Apparent thermal inertia (ATI) image for the 36-hour data

set of 4-5 April 1979. Note the brighter tones outlining
the snow cover boundary of the lower elevation western
slopes, and the darker tones representing the co?der higher
elevation snow.
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The location of the brightest tones across the snow cover show good

t agreement with areas of lower elevation snow, more likely in a melting

condition, while the medium gray-tones and dark tones occur across the

higher elevation snow cover.

Comparison of the apparent snow cover boundary in Figure 7-18 with

`	 the boundary observed in the 5 April visible image shows excellent

agreement. The brighter tones in the ATI image outlining the snow cover

along the entire western slope, may actually define the extent of wet

melting snow cover at the lower elevations. The medium gray-tones and

darker levels likely represent drier, colder snow at the higher eleva-

tions.
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8. DISCUSSION Or RESULTS

8.1 Comparison Between HCMM and Other Satellite Imagery

The HCMM imagery acquired for analysis in this investigation was

the standard data product provided by the NASA GSFC Data Processing

Facility. As is the case with any standard-processed data, variations

in the quality of the images did exist, with some images being processed

in a darker tone than others. Nevertheless, the overall quality of the

HCMM imagery, both the visible and the thermal IR, was considered to be

excellento The images appeared to be essentially noise-free and were of

a quality equal to or better than that of other current satellite data.

HCMM images processed for a specific purpose, such as for snow cover

mapping or for detecting oceanic thermal patterns, would have even

greater utility than the standard-processed products.

The relative resolution utility of WHIM, NOAA VHRR, and Landsat was

determined for each study area. Comparative maps of the snow line

mapped from HCHM and Landsat visible imagery and from HCMM and VHRR

thermal IR imagery are shown in Section 7. These maps indicate that the

resolution of the HCW1 visible imagery (500 m) is adequate for mapping

the areal extent of the snow cover; although small variations in the

snow line can be mapped in greater detail from the 80 m Landsat imagery,

it appears that the overall snow extent can be mapped from HCMM as

accurately as from Landsat. Moreover, because the HCMM areal coverage

is much more extensive than that of Landsat, HCMM may actually have

greater utility than Landsat for monitoring snow extent.

In the thermal IR imagery (600 m resolution), HCMM provides greater

detail in the thermal patterns associated with snow cover than is provided

by the 1 km resolution NOAA VHRR data or the 1.1 km Advanced VHRR data.

It appears that for useful mapping of snow surface temperature, a spatial

resolution at least as good as that of HCMM is desirable.

Another important factor with regard to the quality of the HCMM

thermal IR imagery as compared to NOAA VHRR and Landsat is the improved

thermal sensitivity of the sensor (NEAT of 0.4°K). As is the case with

spatial resolution, the analysis of HCMM data indicates that a thermal

t
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sensitivity at least as good as that of HCMM is necessary for useful

;napping of snow surface temperature. For example, it is doubtful that

the Gandsat-3 thermal band (even if it had not had severe noise problems)

would have been as useful as HOM O despite havir.q a better spatial

resolution, because of its relatively poor thermal sensitivity. It

should be noted in this regard that the NOAA AVHRR has a significantly

improved sensitivity over the VHRR, so does provide improved thermal data.

As mentioned above, the orbital characteristics of HCMM provide

adequate spatial coverage. If a 10fl-type system were to be used to

provide operationally useful data, however, the repeat cycle would not

be adequate. For monitoring snow cover, a daily or every-other-day

repeat cycle would be necessary, primarily because of cloudiness.

8.2	 Calibration of HCMM Radiometer

Although the snow cover extent and some thermal variations within

the snow-covered area could be mapped from the HCIMUM imagery, it ::as

necessary to analyze the digital data (CCT's) to determine actual snow

surface temperatures and threshold temperatures at the snow line.

Analysis of the digital data product, of course, eliminates the problems

associated with variations in photo-processing of imagery products.

Except in some nighttime passes, the limited range of the radiometer

(lower cutoff of 260°K) was not a problem.	 In those instances, some

snow-covered areas could not be mapped because the temperatures were

below 260°K.	 The snow surface temperatures are of greatest interest to

the hydrologist, however, during the snowmelt season, when the tempera-

tures are near 273°K (0°C). 	 Nevertheless, HCMM could have potential for

arctic studies, but the limited lower range of the sensor would make the

data only marginally useful.

The results of comparisons between HCMM and other data sources,

including U-2 data, station temperature reports, and a limited amount of

special snow surface temperature measurements, indicate that the HCMM

thermal IR temperatures are consistently lower than the correlative

measurements.	 In each case where a comparative analysis was possible,

the HCMM temperatures were 3-5°C lower. 	 It should be noted, however,

that the differences were very consistent for the entire data sample

analyzed; there was no indication of greater differences for the 1979
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cases than the May and July 1978 cases. It appears, therefore, that

perhaps the temperature offset (-5°C) based on the White Sands calibra-

tion should not have been applied to the 11CMM data,

8.3 Automated Data Analysis Methods

The digital data product is essential for monitoring snow surface

temperature because the problems with photo-processing of imagery could

be significant if HCMM-type data were to be used on an operational basis.

The analysis of digital printouts, however, is a tedious and time-

consuming process. The automated contour plotting program developed for

use with HCMM data greatly simplifies the analysis procedure and is a

step toward an automated analysis method.

The contour plotting program, described in Section 5, allows any

temperature contour to be plotted at any desired scale. The program is

considered to Nc	 unique development in that it plots a temperature

contour directly through a raster-to-vector conversion process ; and does

not require a sophisticated image processing device. Although in this

investigation the temperature contours were overlaid onto the visible

images, it would be possible to automate the analysis of both channels

of data. Threshold brightness values could be established to delineate

the snow line in the visible data; several temperature contours could

then be plotted at the same scale enabling the temperature at the snow

line and the temperatures of the snow cover surface to be derived

immediately.

8.4 Usefulness of Day/Night Registered Data

The availability of day/night registered data was unique to the HCMM

program. It has riot been possible to acquire day/night data sets from

other satellite systems, such as the NOAA VHRR or AVHRR. The day/night

temperature difference (AT) data were analyzed in imagery and digital

format for the three Sierras cases; a cursory analysis of the apparent

thermal inertia (ATI) imagery was also carried out.

Snow cover extent is clearly delineated in the AT imagery because

the AT values over snow are distinctly smaller than over the surrounding

non-snow-covered terrain. In some instances, it is also easier to
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detect clouds over snow in the AT images than in either the visible or

IR images. llowev9r, it is not possible to detect much variation in AT

across the snowpack in the AT imagery. Therefore, because snow extent

can also be mapped readily from both the visible and daytime IR imagery,

the results of the analysis indicate that the AT images do not provide

significant additional information that cannot be derived from the daytime

and nighttime 11CMM imagery.

In the digitized data, some ,̂ nriation in the AT valuesis observed

across the snowpack. In all three cases analyzed, the AT values were

somewhat smaller over the higher elevation snow than at lower elevations,

apparently the result of less warming during the day. These  data could,

therefore, provide some additional information on the behavior of the

snowpack. To be of use operationally, it would be necessary to apply

some method of automated analysis, such as that described in the previous

section.

The ATI images for the May 1978 and April 1979 cases were also

examined. Whereas the patterns depicted in the May images (12-hour and

36-hour) were not of high contrast, the ATI patterns over the Sierras in

the April case were very well defined. The tonal patterns in the April

ATI image define the Sierras snow cover and show good agreement with the

snow exter~ as mapped from the visible image. Moreover, there is some

indication that the areas of higher thermal inertia (brighter tones) are

associated with the lower elevation snow cover, where melting is more

likely to be occurring; tho areas of lower thermal inertia (darker tones)

occur in the higher elevations, where; the colder snow surfaces exist.

Considerable further study would be needed to determine whether these

data do actually provide information useful for snowmelt prediction.

8.5 Use of HCMM Thermal Data to Assist in Snowmelt

Runoff Prediction

The results of the data analysis have shown that HCMM thermal IR

data provide useful information on both snow extent and snow surface

temperature. During daytime, when a greater temperature contrast exists

between snow and the adjacent non-snow-covered terrain, the snow line

can be mapped as accurately from thermal IR as from visible imagery. At
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atght, interpretation of the snow line in HOW thermal imagery may be
ambiguous primarily because of a lesser contrast in temperature between

snow-covered and snow-:Free terrain.

For mapping snow extent alone, however, tb pfl 1101M thermal imagery

does not provide any information additional o that which can be derived
from visible imagery. With regard to cloud interference, in fact, the

thermal data may be more severely affected than the visible data (snow

can at times be mapped in the visible through a layer of thin cirrus
cloud; the same layer may be completely opaque in the thermal IR).

The :advantage of thermal IR data is to provide additional informa-

tion on snow surface temperature, which cannot be derived from visible

data alone. Using a system cith the characteristics of HCD g1, except

with more frequent repeat coverage, it would be possible to monitor the

snow surface temperature continually throughout the snowmelt period.
As indicated by the lack of correlative data for this investigation,

very little snow surface temperature data arch currently collected, If

accurately calibrated, HOW can provide information on when the snow

surface temperature reachl!ti the freezing level during the daytime, and

whether the temperature is dropping below freezing or remaining above

freezing during the night. Although the day/night temperature difference

data provide some useful information, the absolute temperature values

during daytime and nighttime would be needed to monitor snowmelt condi-

tions.

For HCM data to be a useful source of information to assist in

snowmelt runoff prediction, accurate sensor calibration will be essential.

The availability of correlative surface truth measurements on a. routine

basis for verification of the satellite data may be necessary if these

data are to be used to their optimal potential. If the user can be

confident of the sensor calibration, then an automated analysis method

can be used to integrate HCW1 data directly into a snowmelt prediction

scheme.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

Aside from the very limited amount of useful data from the Landsat-3

thermal band, the 	 Capacity Mapping Mission has provided the highest

resolution thermal infrared data yet acquired from a space platform. The

results of this ^n;ostigation have demonstrated the application of the

excellent quality 11CMM data to snow hydrology.

Comparison of the resolution of the 11CMIM visible and thermal imagery

with that of other satellites suggests that the 11CMM resolution may have

the greatest utility for snow mapping. Operational satellite systems,

with poorer resolution than that of i1CMM, may not provide the necessary

detail in snow extent maps. Landsat, on the other ha.,d, provides greater

detail than HCMM, but does not provide areal coverage adequate to map

larger river basins. A system with the spatial resolution and areal

coverage of HCMM may, therefore, be the most useful system in the future

for operational snow mapping purposes.

Analysis of 11CMM data for two study areas, the Salt-Verde Watershed

in Arizona and the southern Sierra Nevada in California, has shown that

snow extent can be mapped and snow surface temperature determined from

the thermal IR data. Snow extent can be mapped more reliably from the

daytime thermal imagery, when the temperature contrast between snow and

adj..LL;Ilt snow-free terrain is greater; interpretation of the snow lino
in nighttime imagery may be ambiguous bectitse of the cooling of the

surrounding land. Although the snow line can be mapped as accurately

from the thermal imagery as from the visible imagery, thr use of thermal

data to determine snow extent does not offer any aavantages over the use

of visible data.

The advantage of thermal data with the sensitivity and resolution of

the HCDiM system is in determining snow surface temperature. With careful

calibration, a sensor system like HCMM could provide snow surface

temperature ;lata of value for snowmelt runoff prediction. The calibra-

tion of the HCHM data was assessed through comparison with U-2 thermal

data and other correlative data; the comparisons indicated that the HCMM

measurements were consistently about 3-5°C too low. No apparent degrada-

tion in the HCMM calibration was observed in the 1979 data as compared

to the 1978 data. These results suggest that the 5 DC correction to the

rs}
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HOW data based on the Whx,te Sands calibration should not have beer.

applied.

The analysis of 11CMM digital data to derive snow surface temperature

is a tedious and time-cor.,uming process. 	 An automated analysis method

would be required, therefore, to use 1108- type data operationally. 	 Art
approach to an automated analysis method was developed as part of th—
investigation.

xn addition to the daytime and nighttime datL't analysis, the day/night
temperature difference was also derived from 11CM registered data sots.
For snow hydrology applications, howover, it door not appear that the

day/night iegisro ed data sets provide any information that cannot be

derived from the day, And night data, separately. 	 To assess snowmelt
conditions, absolute ,snow surface temperatures are needed for both daytime
and nighttime, rather Vhan the temperature di.fforence. 	 Moreover, the

application to snow	 of apparent thermal inertia, another product

that can be derived from the day/night data sets, is also not readily
appRrent.	 The results of thq analysis imply, therefore, that for snow

hydrology purposes, aloTa, it would be difficult to justify the produc-

tion of day/night regi.stared data Sets.
Remoie sensing from satellites i, qs now been used for some time on a

routine ba,iis to derive snow cover extent for hydrologic purposes. 	 The

data collected by 11CM have demonstrated that high quality thermal

infrared reasurements can provide additional information useful to the

it drologist.	 The results of the research carried ouv using HCMM data
should be considered in tho development of future satellite sys%, ems to

monitor snowpacks. 	 Unquestionably, remote sensing will continue to be a

vital part of effective water management in the river basins oC the
western United States.

T
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